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Introduction
In order to pursue new physics beyond the Standard Model (SM), the Tevatron pp collider with √ s = 1.96 TeV provides powerful approach with b hadrons. At the Tevatron b quarks are pairproduced with enormous cross section [1] , which is three orders of magnitude higher than at e + e − colliders, and generate all sorts of b hadrons. This provides privileged access to SM-suppressed processes such as FCNC transitions and CP violation in B 0 s mixing. These approaches from flavor sector at Tevatron are complementary to direct searches for BSM processes like Supersymetry (SUSY) particles, and also B physics at the e + e − experiments. In this paper we focus on studies for some promising FCNC processes; B → K ( * ) µ + µ − , B 0 s → φ µ + µ − , B 0 s → µ + µ − , and B 0 s mixing, performed by CDF and D0 collaborations.
Rare decays
The B → K ( * ) µ + µ − and B 0 s → φ µ + µ − decays are dominated by the FCNC b → sℓℓ transition. In the SM framework, the quark transition is forbidden at the tree level. It may occur via Z/γ penguin diagram or a W + W − box diagram at the lowest order. A new physics process could enhance the decay amplitude and it might be seen as an interference with the SM amplitude. Therefore we measure various observables related to the magnitude or the complex phase, like branching ratio, polarization or forward-backward asymmetry.
CDF selects two oppositely charged muon candidates with a momentum transverse to the beamline, p T , greater than 1.5 or 2.0 GeV/c, depending on the trigger selection. We then reconstruct B → hµ + µ − signal candidates, where B stands for B + , B 0 , or B 0 s , and h stands for K + , K * 0 , or φ respectively. The K * 0 is reconstructed in the mode K * 0 → K + π − , and the φ is reconstructed as φ → K + K − . To enhance separation of signal from background we employ an artificial neural network (NN) technique. Fig. 1 shows invariant mass distribution for each rare decay. The signal yield is obtained by an unbinned maximum log-likelihood fit of the B invariant mass distribution. From the B mass fit with 4.4fb −1 of data [2] , we obtain 120 ± 16 (
, and 27 ± 6 (B 0 s → φ µ + µ − ) signal yields, with 8.5σ , 9.7σ , and 6.3σ statistical significance, respectively. This is the first observation of the B 0 s → φ µ + µ − mode. Obtained yields are consistent with world average and theoretical expectations. We measure the branching fractions of rare decays relative to the corresponding reference channels, J/ψh, which have same final states as rare decays but with an intermediate J/ψ resonance. Using PDG [3] values for BR of reference decays we obtain B(
We measure the differential decay rate with respect to the dimuon mass. The signal region is divided into six q 2 bins, where q 2 ≡ M µ µ c 2 . To obtain the number of signal events in each q 2 bin we use the same procedure used in the global yield fit. Fig. 2 shows the differential branching fraction for B 0 → K * 0 µ + µ − and
The forward-backward asymmetry (A FB ) and K * 0 longitudinal polarization (F L ) are extracted from cos θ µ and cos θ K distributions, respectively, where θ µ is the helicity angle between µ + (µ − ) direction and the opposite of the B (B) direction in the dimuon restframe, and θ K is the angle between the kaon direction and the direction opposite to the B meson in the K * 0 rest frame. We measure F L and A FB for B 0 → K * 0 µ + µ − and also A FB for B + → K + µ + µ − . Fit results are shown in Fig. 3 . Both F L and A FB are consistent with the SM and also an example of SUSY model. Our results are also consistent and competitive with B-factories measurements [5, 6] . with control samples of B + → J/ψK + and sideband in data that the background estimates are correctly predicted. The µ + µ − invariant mass distributions for the three different NN ranges are shown in Fig. 4, using 3 .7fb −1 of data. In the absence of signal, we extract 95% (90%) C.L. limits of
, which are currently the world's best upper limits for both processes. −1 of data [11, 12] . CDF selected about 3200 signal events with NN, while D0 selected about 2000 signal events with a cut based selection. Fig. 5 (top left) shows the confidence regions for CDF and Fig. 5 (top right) shows the fit result for D0. D0 updates the result from their previous publication result, which restricted the strong phases δ || and δ ⊥ to the values measured in the B 0 → J/ψK * 0 system. D0 removes the constraints and also includes systematic uncertainties on ∆m s . Currently the compatibility with the SM point is 1.8σ for CDF and 1.2σ for D0. We then combine both profile likelihoods. Detail of combination is described in Ref. [13] . Fig. 5 (bottom) shows the combined results of CDF and D0, which exhibit a 2.1σ deviation from the SM.
Conclusion
At the Tevatron a rich B physics program is ongoing. CDF reports the first observation of B 0 s → φ µ + µ − and measures A FB (B → K ( * ) µ + µ − ) in hadron collisions, which is competitive to e + e − B-factories. CDF updates the B 0 s (B 0 ) → µ + µ − analysis using 3. 
